In a recent paper [1] we proposed a model for calculating cross-sections of various reaction products which arise from disintegration of projectile like fragment resulting from heavy ion collisions at intermediate or higher energy. The model has three parts: (1) abrasion, (2) disintegration of the hot abraded projectile like fragment (PLF) into nucleons and primary composites using a model of equilibrium statistical mechanics and (3) possible evaporation of hot primary composites. It was assumed that the PLF resulting from abrasion has one temperature T . Data suggested that while just one value of T seemed adequate for most cross-sections calculations, it failed when dealing with very peripheral collisions. We have now introduced a variable T = T (b) where b is the impact parameter of the collision. We argue there are data which not only show that T must be a function of b but, in addition, also point to an approximate value of T for a given b. We propose a very simple formula: 
probability that a PLF with N s neutrons and Z s protons materializes from a collision at impact parameter b is given by P Ns,Zs (b) = P Ns (b)P Zs (b). Once this PLF is formed it will expand and break up into composites at a temperature T . We use CTM to obtain these.
All the relevant details of CTM can be found in [1] and [3] . We will not repeat these here.
There can be very light fragments, intermediate mass fragments (defined more precisely in the next section) and heavier fragments. As the fragments are at temperature T it is possible some of these will sequentially decay thereby changing the final population which is measured experimentally. Details of evaporation can be found in [1] and [4] .
III. ARGUMENTS FOR b-DEPENDENCE OF TEMPERATURE
Experimental data on M IM F as a function of Z bound (see Fig.1 in [5] ) probably provide the strongest arguments for needing an impact parameter dependence of the temperature. Here M IM F is the average multiplicity of intermediate mass fragments (in this work those with z between 3 and 20) and Z bound =sum of all charges coming from PLF minus particles with z=1. For ease of arguments we will neglect, in this section, the difference between Z bound and Z s , the total charge of all particles which originate from the PLF. A large value of Z bound (close to Z 0 of the projectile) signifies that the PLF is large and the collision is peripheral (large b) whereas a relatively smaller value of Z bound will imply more central collision (small b). For equal mass collision Z bound goes from zero to Z 0 , the total charge of the projectile.
The following gross features of heavy ion collisions at intermediate energy are known. If the excitation energy (or the temperature) of the dissociating system is low then one large fragment and a small number of very light fragments emerge. The average multiplicity of IMF is very small. As the temperature increases, very light as well as intermediate mass fragments appear at the expense of the heavy fragment. The multiplicity M IM F will grow as a function of temperature, will reach a peak and then begin to go down as, at a high temperature, only light particles are dominant. For evidence and discussion of this see [6] .
For projectile fragmentation we are in the domain where M IM F rises with temperature. Now at constant temperature, let us consider what must happen if the dissociating system grows bigger. We expect M IM F will increase with the size of the dissociating system, that is, with Z bound . Experimental data are quite different: M IM F initially increases, reaches a maximum at a particular value of Z bound and then goes down.
In Fig.1 
IV. USE A MODEL TO EXTRACT b-DEPENDENCE OF TEMPERATURE
In our model we can use an iterative technique to deduce a temperature from experimental data of M IM F vs Z bound . Pick a b; abrasion gives a < Z s >. Guess a temperature T . A full calculation with CTM and evaporation is now done to get a Z bound and M IM F .
This Z bound will be close to < Z s >. If the guessed value of temperature is too low then the calculated value of M IM F will be too little for this value of Z bound when confronted with data. In the next iteration the temperature will be raised. If on the other hand, for the guess value of T , the calculated M IM F is too high, in the next iteration the temperature will be lowered. Of course when we change T , calculated Z bound will also shift but this change is smaller and with a small number of iterations one can approximately reproduce an experimental pair Z bound , M IM F .
For the case of 124 Sn on 119 Sn we provide Table I which demonstrates this. The first two columns are data from experiment. The next two columns are the values of Z bound and M IM F we get from our iterative procedure. These values are taken to be close enough to the experimental pair. These are obtained for a value of b (sixth column) and a temperature T (fifth column). Having deduced once for all such "experimental data" of T vs b, one can try simple parametri-
... and see how well they fit the data. We show this for the two cases in Fig.2 .
In Fig.3 using such parametrised versions of T we compute M IM F vs Z bound and compare with experimental data. Except for fluctuations in the values of M IM F for very low values of Z bound the fits are very good. We will return to the cases of fluctuations in a later section. 
V. TEMPERATURES EXTRACTED FROM ISOTOPE POPULATIONS
In the preceding sections we have extracted temperatures T (combining data and model)
at values of b (equivalently at values of Z bound ). This is a new method for extracting temperature. A more standard way of extracting temperatures is the Albergo formula [9] which has been widely used in the past (for a review see, for example, [10, 11] Fig.4 with a typical temperature profile deduced here. It is gratifying to see that such different methods of extraction still give reasonable agreement.
VI. FLUCTUATIONS IN M IM F FOR SMALL Z bound
For small values of Z bound the measured M IM F shows considerable fluctuations as we go from one value of Z bound to another (see Fig.3 When Z s is 4, significant probabilities occur forN s =5,6 and 7. Following our model we get a small increase in M IM F with Z bound whereas experimentally M IM F falls. This discrepancy happens because in the Fermi-gas model there is very little difference between properties of ground and excited states of Li and Be whereas, in reality they are very different. A much more ambitious calculation for very small dissociating systems with Z s between 3 and 7 where we take binding energies and values of excited state energies from experiments (this becomes more and more unwieldy as Z s increases) is under way. Fig.7 in ref [7] shows that SMM calculations are able to reproduce the fluctuations faithfully. Actually in those calculations the occurrences of Z s , N s with associated E x are not calculated but guessed so that the ensemble produces the data as faithfully as possible. For further details how these calculations were done please refer to [8] . 
